6156

Special Specification 6156
LED High Mast Illumination Assemblies
1.

DESCRIPTION
 Installation. Furnish and install light emitting diode (LED) high mast illumination assemblies.
 Replace Luminaires (Light Fixtures) Remove and replace existing luminaires with new LED
luminaires.

2.

MATERIALS
Provide new materials that comply with the details shown on the plans, the requirements of this Item, and the
pertinent requirements of the following Items:
 Item 441, “Steel Structures,”
 Item 442, “Metal for Structures,”
 Item 445, “Galvanizing,”
 Item 616, “Performance Testing of Lighting Systems,” and
 Item 620, “Electrical Conductors.”
Fabrication plants that produce high mast rings and support assemblies must be approved in accordance
with DMS-7380, “Steel Non-Bridge Member Fabrication Plant Qualification.” The Department maintains an
MPL of approved high mast ring and support assembly fabrication plants.
Provide 6 sets of submittals for the complete luminaire and photometric files in .ies format to the Engineer at
the project address and the Engineering Operations section of TRF. Obtain the Engineer’s approval on the
submittals before purchasing materials and beginning work.
Furnish other high mast components from new material that are in accordance with DMS-11021, “High Mast
Illumination Assembly Kits.”
Provide prequalified high mast illumination assembly kits from the Department’s MPL. When required by the
Engineer, notify the Department in writing of selected materials from the MPL intended for use on each
project.
Do not provide shop drawings for high mast ring and support assemblies fabricated in accordance with this
Item and the details on the plans. For proposed deviations that do not affect the basic structural behavior of
the high mast ring and support assembly, electronically submit shop drawings in accordance with Item 441,
“Steel Structures.” The submission of shop drawings is only required the first time each proposed nonstructural deviation is used. Structural deviations from the approved drawings are not permitted.

3.

EQUIPMENT

3.1.

General Requirements. Provide symmetric or asymmetric area lighting, as shown on the descriptive codes.
Provide six fixtures on each pole or as shown on the lighting layouts.
Provide LED luminaires listed to UL1598 and suitable for use in wet locations.
Provide internal label or marking with date code of when fixture was manufactured.

3.2.

Submittal Requirements. For each type of luminaire, submit the following documentation:
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3.2.1.

Luminaire cut sheets;

3.2.2.

Cut sheets for LED light sources;

3.2.3.

Cut sheets for LED driver;

3.2.4.

Cut sheets for surge protective device;

3.2.5.

LM-79 luminaire photometric reports of a complete luminaire meeting this Specification for each optical
configuration, from a National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP)-accredited test
laboratory located in the United States, that include:
 Name of test laboratory;
 Report number;
 Date;
 Complete luminaire catalog number. Include an explanation if catalog number in test reports does not
match catalog number of luminaire submitted. Clarify whether discrepancy does not affect performance
(e.g. in the case of different luminaire housing color);
 Description of luminaire, LED light sources, and LED drivers;
 Input power, voltage, current, frequency, and power factor;
 Goniophotometric report;
 Correlated Color Temperature (CCT);
 Color Rendering Index (CRI);
 TM-15-11 Backlight, Uplight, and Glare (BUG) rating;
 Photometric file in LM-63 format (i.e., filename.ies); and
 Photos of luminaires in test position, with test number written and visible on luminaire.

3.2.6.

Calculations and supporting test data per Section 3.8, “Calculation of Light Loss Factor,” indicating specified
lumen maintenance life including:
 LM-80 data;
 In-situ temperature measurement test (ISTMT) reports for representative luminaires according to
UL 1598. Include an explanation of how ISTMT reports relate to luminaires submitted for Department
use; and
 TM-21 analysis using the Energy Star TM-21 Calculator to predict lumen maintenance at 70,000 hr. and
25°C.

3.2.7.

Computer-generated point-by-point photometric analysis of maintained photopic light levels in accordance
with Section 3.9, “Performance Requirements,” using the .ies files and light loss factor calculated in
Section 3.8;

3.2.8.

Test reports showing results of 3G vibration tests in accordance with ANSI C136.31 for each size of
luminaire per Section 3.3, “Housing;”

3.2.9.

Written warranty and warranty service procedures per Section 3.7, “Warranty;” and

3.2.10.

Nationally Recognized Testing Lab (NRTL) certification to UL 1598.

3.3.

Housing. Provide luminaire housing, lens frame, and door constructed from 96% copper-free aluminum.
Meet ANSI 136.31, 3.0 G vibration requirements.
Permanently and clearly mark the housing with minimum 2-in. tall letters to indicate the photometric type as
A, B, or S. Wattage labels are not required on high mast fixtures.
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Provide slip fitter that will securely attach fixture to the tenon and ring assembly with a minimum of two bolts
and a clamp. Provide a positive means of vertical adjustment, ± 5° from level.
Do not exceed a fixture weight of 80 lbs. or 2.62 sq. ft. effective projected area.
Fabricate exposed hardware, nuts, bolts, washers, and metal parts from stainless steel or aluminum of
adequate thickness as approved.
Provide a passive thermal management system. Do not use fans or other mechanical cooling systems.
Provide fixtures with natural aluminum finish or paint fixtures light gray.
3.4.

LED Drivers and Electrical. Provide luminaire with replaceable LED driver that will operate at 480v or as
shown in the plans. Provide LED drivers meeting the following specifications:
 Rated case temperature suitable for operation in the luminaire at ambient temperature of -40 to +40°C;
 Power factor (PF) of at least 0.90 at full input power at the specified voltage;
 Reduced output power to LEDs if maximum allowable case temperature is exceeded; and
 Tolerates sustained open circuit and short circuit output conditions without damage.
Provide a barrier-type terminal block secured to housing for power connection to luminaire in accordance
with ANSI 136.14 and ANSI 136.37. Provide lugs with screws for wire sizes up to 6 AWG. Identify each
terminal position.

3.5.

LED Optical Assembly. Provide LED optical assembly with nominal color temperature of 4000K. For
verification testing, CCT within the range of 3710K–4260K is allowable.
Provide LED optical assembly with a minimum CRI of 70.
Ensure that optical compartment meets IEC Standard 60529-IP66.
For asymmetric fixtures, provide field-rotatable optics or means to rotate fixture. Provide accurate degree-ofrotation and “house-side” and “street-side” markings to ensure proper orientation of luminaires.

3.6.

Surge Protective Devices. Provide luminaire with a surge protective device (SPD), in addition to driver’s
internal protection, to withstand repetitive noise transients from utility line switching, nearby lightning strikes,
and other interference. Provide SPD that will protect the luminaire from common mode transient peak
voltages up to 10 kV (minimum) and transient peak currents up to 10 kA (minimum). Provide SPD tested in
accordance with ANSI/IEEE C62.45 per ANSI/IEEE C62.41.2 Scenario I Location Category C-High for LineGround, Line-Neutral, and Neutral-Ground. Provide SPD listed or recognized by a NRTL to UL 1449, 3rd
edition.

3.7.

Warranty. The manufacturer will replace failed luminaires, when non-operable due to defect in material or
workmanship, within ten years of installation with a luminaire that meets all specifications, delivered to the
project location.
The warranty must cover maintained integrity and functionality of:
 Luminaire housing, wiring, and connections;
 LED light sources—negligible light output from more than 10% of the LED packages constitutes
luminaire failure; and
 LED drivers.
The warranty period will begin 90 days after date of manufacture as shown on internal label, or as negotiated
by owner such as in the case of an auditable asset management system. Photocells are subject to the
warranties of their respective manufacturers.
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3.8.

Calculation of Light Loss Factor (LLF). Submit calculations per IES TM-21 predicting lumen maintenance
at the luminaire level using In-Situ Temperature Measurement Testing (ISTMT) and LM-80 data.

3.8.1.

Meet all of the conditions below.
 The LED light sources have been tested according to LM-80. Provide verification from the LED or
luminaire manufacturer that the LM-80 report corresponds to the LEDs in the luminaire being tested.
 The LED drive current specified by the luminaire manufacturer is less than or equal to the appropriate
drive current specified in the LM-80 test report.
 The LED light source manufacturer prescribes/indicates a temperature measurement point (TS) on the
light sources.
 For the hottest LED light source in the luminaire, the temperature measured at the TS during ISTMT is
less than or equal to the appropriate temperature specified in the LM-80 test report for the
corresponding drive current or higher, within the manufacturer’s specified operating current range.

3.8.2.

Conduct the ISTMT using the same configuration of luminaires submitted, or another luminaire from the
same product family having:
 The same or lower nominal CCT;
 The same or higher nominal drive current;
 The same or greater number of LED light sources;
 The same or lower percentage driver loading and efficiency; and
 The same or smaller size luminaire housing.
Install luminaire as defined by ANSI/UL 1598 (hardwired luminaires).

3.8.3.

Include in the ISTMT report:
 Photos of thermocouple locations and luminaire in testing position;
 Ambient test temperature;
 LED temperature;
 Maximum LED current; and
 Full description of luminaire used in test.

3.8.4.

Calculate LLF for each fixture configuration using the submitted ISTMT data, LM-80 data, and Energy Star
TM-21 calculator.
 Provide documentation of in situ temperature at 25°C ambient for the luminaire rating submitted for
approval;
 Calculate the lumen depreciation at 70,000 hr. at the documented in situ temperature at 25°C ambient
using the Energy Star TM-21 calculator;
 LLF = Manufacturer’s documented lamp lumen depreciation (LLD) factor per TM-21 calculations at
25°C at 70,000 hr. × 0.90 Luminaire Dirt Depreciation; and
 Total light loss factor is not to exceed 30% system depreciation (0.70) over 70,000 hr.

3.8.5.

Calculated LLF will be used for design purposes and to determine if luminaire meets the performance
specification.

3.9.

Performance Requirements. The Department will evaluate fixtures using submitted photometric data.

3.9.1.

Type A Asymmetric Fixtures. The Department will use the submitted photometric data to run the following
test in AGI32 Roadway Optimizer with the following settings:

3.9.1.1.

Layout:
 grid 100 ft. wide by 920 ft. long;
 grid points spaced according to IESNA RP-8 for a roadway with eight 12.5 ft. lanes;
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 poles on one side of the roadway spaced at 920 ft. with 30 ft. setback from edge of grid; and
 150 ft. poles with six fixtures oriented toward the grid, LLF as calculated in Section 3.8.
3.9.1.2.

Test Criteria for Passing:
 minimum > 0.20 footcandle;
 average > 0.80 footcandle;
 average/minimum ratio < 4.0:1; and
 IESNA TM-15-11 BUG rating with an Uplight value of U0.

3.9.2.

Type B Asymmetric Fixtures. The Department will use the submitted photometric data to run the following
test in AGI32 Roadway Optimizer with the following settings:

3.9.2.1.

Layout:
 grid 175 ft. wide by 800 ft. long;
 grid points spaced according to IESNA RP-8 for a roadway with fourteen 12.5 ft. lanes;
 poles on one side of the roadway spaced at 800 ft. with 30 ft. setback from edge of grid; and
 150 ft. poles with six fixtures oriented toward the grid, LLF as calculated in Section 3.8.

3.9.2.2.

Test Criteria for Passing:
 minimum > 0.20 footcandle;
 average > 0.80 footcandle;
 average/minimum ratio < 4.0:1; and
 IESNA TM-15-11 BUG rating with an Uplight value of U0.

3.9.3.

Type S Symmetric Fixtures. The Department will use the submitted photometric data to run the following
test in AGI32 Roadway Optimizer with the following settings:

3.9.3.1.

Layout:
 grid 450 ft. wide by 450 ft. long, with calculation points spaced 10 ft. apart;
 150 ft. poles with six fixtures oriented toward the grid, LLF as calculated in Section 3.8; and
 single pole spaced in the center of the grid.

3.9.3.2.

Test Criteria for Passing:
 minimum > 0.20 footcandle; and
 IESNA TM-15-11 BUG rating with an Uplight value of U0.

4.

CONSTRUCTION
Perform work in accordance with the details shown on the plans and the requirements of this Item.
Permanently mark each high mast ring and support assembly with the insignia or trademark of the fabrication
plant. Place the mark at an approved location. Galvanize the ring assemblies; assemble the ring halves in
the shop to ensure proper fit, and match-mark the ring halves before shipping. Prevent scarring or marring of
the ring assemblies. Replace damaged components.
Repair damaged galvanized areas of the ring assembly in accordance with Section 445.3.5., “Repairs.”

4.1.

Installation. Furnish and install LED high mast illumination assemblies in accordance with the details,
dimensions, and requirements shown on the plans.

4.2.

Replace Luminaires. Remove existing luminaires. Furnish and install LED high mast luminaires in
accordance with the details, dimensions, and requirements shown on the plans.
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5.

MEASUREMENT
This Item will be measured as each LED high mast illumination assembly installed.

6.

PAYMENT
The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and measured as provided under
“Measurement” will be paid for at the unit price bid for “LED High Mast Illumination Assemblies” of the types
specified.
New poles for high mast illumination assemblies will be paid for under Item 613, “High Mast Illumination
Poles.” New electrical services will be paid for under Item 628, “Electrical Services.” The Department will pay
for electrical energy consumed by the lighting system.

6.1.

Installation. This price is full compensation for furnishing, installing and testing light fixtures, LEDs, drivers,
wire rope, rings and ring support assemblies; aiming light fixtures; furnishing and installing obstruction lights,
hoisting assemblies, power drive assemblies, transformers, conductors on the load side of the high mast
pole’s disconnect, electrical equipment, electrical cord, junction boxes and enclosures; conducting system
performance testing; and materials, equipment, labor, tools, and incidentals.

6.2.

Replace Luminaires. This price is full compensation for removing, salvaging, disassembling, and stockpiling
existing luminaires; furnishing and installing new luminaires, connections, conductors, and conduit on the
ring; rewiring circuits on the ring; replacing damaged components; disposal of unsalvageable materials;
conducting system performance testing; and materials, equipment, labor, tools, and incidentals.
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